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Across
1. converting between moles,grams and number of 

particles

5. chemical symbol H

6. measure weight or calcualte mass

8. measurement of the average molecular mass of all 

the moecules in a sample

11. good eletrical and thermal conductiuty

12. chemical symbol Pr

13. total number of electrons is not equal to the total 

number of protons

20. digit that carry meaning contributing to its 

measurement resoltion

22. features a flat buttom, a concial body, and 

cylindrical neck

25. neutral group of 2 or more atoms held together by 

chemical bonds

26. the study of composition,structure, and properties 

of matter and the changes that occour in matter

28. records volume of liquid

29. silvery white metal that is a constituent of brass

30. ions held together in a lattice structure by ionic 

bonds

34. atoms of the same element with different number of 

neutrons

35. the relationship between the relative quanties of 

substanes taking part in a reaction

36. atom having the same number of protons in their 

atomic nuclei

37. positive subatomic charge

38. weight of a molecule measured in grams

39. contains a metal or a polyatomic ion

40. composed of parts of different kinds

Down
2. a metric unit of mass equal to one thousandth of a 

kilogram

3. weight of the simplest ratio of cations to anions

4. subatomic particle with negative charge

7. unit of measurement

9. the degree of compactness of a substance

10. substance formed by chemical union of2 or more 

elements

14. a chemical substance that neutralizes 

alkalis,dissolves some metals

15. subatomic particle of about the same mass as a 

proton but without an electric charge

16. a way to epress numbers that are too big ot to small 

written in decimal form

17. integer equal to trh sum of the number of protons 

and neutrons of an atomic nucleus

18. a lipped cylindrical glass container for labraorty use

19. composed of parts of different kinds

21. ratio betweenthe amounts in moles of any 2 

compounds involved in chemical reaction

23. smallest unit of matter

24. a numerical or constant quantity placed beofre and 

multiplying variable

27. tabular arrangment of the chemical elements

31. chemical element with symbol Cu

32. something we breathe

33. a small portion of matter


